
Tyson and Cargill Foods Shut Down Meat
Packing Plants Over COVID Outbreaks

written by GEG | June 5, 2020

YouTuber Polly makes a pretty good case for suspecting that a plan is underway to
destroy the meat industry, using COVID as a cover, resulting in higher meat prices and a
boost for a new industry in artificial meat products. Once again, Bill Gates is
conspicuously in the middle of it. Well worth watching.

Goal of Corporations Funding Black Lives
Matter Is Abolishing Police, Prisons and
Families
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The Black Lives Matter Foundation launched a petition last week to defund all police
departments across the country. BLM co-founder, Patrisse Cullors, wants to abolish
prisons. Another goal of Black Lives Matter is to disrupt the “Western prescribed
nuclear family structure”.

Dangerous Nano-Particles Contaminate Many
Vaccines
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The vaccine nanoparticles were similar to burnt waste and “they should not be present in
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any injectable medicament, let alone in vaccines, more in particular those meant for
infants.” [The startling significance of this finding is that these vaccines are not
medicines to protect health but bioweapons to cause illness.]

Antifa and BLM Protest Across Europe, UK,
Canada, Mexico, Brazil, Australia and Syria
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Riots and rallies against America, racism, police brutality, and Trump broke out in many
other countries indicating a high level of organization, coordination, and funding.
Rioters in Greece hurled firebombs towards the US Embassy in Athens.

George Soros-Funded Prosecutor Releases All
St. Louis Rioters from Jail
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George Soros has funded many district attorneys and prosecutors across the US, with the
ultimate goal of abolishing prisons. District attorneys make the decision in filing
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charges or dismissing cases.

Enraged Italians Abandon Masks, Denounce
Pandemic As a Scam
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Hundreds of Italian demonstrators gathered in Rome and ditched their masks in protest
against the lockdown restrictions. Some speakers said that the pandemic ‘’never
existed’’ and said that politicians had played it up to enhance their own powers.

Moderna Vaccine Volunteer: “Sickest in His
Life” after Being Injected with Vaccine
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Moderna revealed that within 45 days of receiving the shot, three volunteers, a shocking
20%, experienced “serious” adverse events and required hospitalization or medical
intervention.


